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City of Los Angeles Parking Management Ordinance 

DAVID CURRY and ANNE MARTIN 

ABSTRACT 

The process by which the Los Angeles parking management ordinance was devel
oped and implemented is documented and an assessment of reasons for its lack 
of use is offered. The ordinance was adopted in April 1983 as a result of a 
federally sponsored parking study conducted by the city in 1980 and 1981. Under 
the provisions of the ordinance, developers can reduce code-required parking up 
to 40 percent on site and up to 25 percent for remote parking in exchange for 
the promotion of commute alternatives at the development. The landowner must 
(a) reserve land for added parking if it turns out to be needed and (b) record 
a covenant running with the land for future owners to maintain specified com
pliance levels or to develop additional parking spaces. Only one serious in
quiry about use of the ordinance has yet been received by the city of Los 
Angeles. Several possible reasons for nonuse of the ordinance, which may have 
relevance to other cities considering such measures, were offered by developers 
and city staff: (a) the low level of minimum parking already required; (b) 
lenders' fear that overreducing parking would lessen marketability of a prop
erty; (c) lack of familiarity with the ordinance by developers (due in part to 
lack of city resources for publicizing the ordinance); and (d) restrictive 
provisions of the ordinance protecting the city, especially land set-asides and 
covenants. Two other reasons mentioned for nonuse of the ordinance are probably 
relevant only to large cities: (a) delays of 3 to 9 months in obtaining condi
tional use permits under the ordinance and (b) diffusion of responsibility for 
the ordinance among different city departments. 

Effective April 20, 1983, the city of Los Angeles 
adopted a parking management (PM) ordinance the 
purpose of which is to grant land developers reduced 
employee parking requirements in exchange for suc
cessful encouragement of commute alternatives that 
would lessen parking demand at the site. The ulti
mate aim of this ordinance is to reduce motor vehi
cle emissions through the mitigation of commuter 
traffic, although traffic mitigation itself was 
regarded as a worthwhile aim as well. The ordinance 
was the result of a detailed city-managed study, in 
1980 and 1981, that was financed by a grant from the 
Service and Methods Demonstration (SMD) program of 
the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, U .s. 
Department of Transportation. 

The purpose of this paper is to document the 
process by which the Los Angeles parking management 
ordinance was developed and implemented, emphasizing 
the features of the adopted ordinance and reasons 
for its nonuse by developers up to the present time. 
The staff study report for the parking management 
program (_!) is heavily drawn on. 

BACKGROUND 

Parking Management 

There have been a number of new ventures into urban 
traffic mitigation and parking management within the 
past 5 years. Most of these ventures are documented 
in two recent reports on parking management ordi
nances and other traffic mitigation measures (l,].J. 
The more extensive documentation of the Los Angeles 
study process discussed in this paper provides in
sight into the range of conditions that can affect 
the feasibility of a parking management ordinance. 
Following this introduction to the concept of park
ing and ridesharing trade-offs and the study issues, 

the study that developed a recommended ordinance is 
described; next, differences between the recommended 
and adopted ordinance are discussed; and, finally, 
the probable reasons for nonuse of the ordinance are 
presented. Lessons for other cities from Los Angeles' 
experience are outlined in the final section. 

Parking and Ridesharing Trade-Offs 

Minimum parking requirements for buildings are one 
way that cities control the traffic effects of new 
construction. The aim is generally to require enough 
parking so that building occupants or visitors do 
not need to park on city streets, especially in 
residential neighborhoods. 

In general, the parking minimums range from 1 or 
2 spaces per 1,000 gross square feet of office space 
in central business districts (CBDs) well served by 
transit, to 3 or 4 spaces per 1,000 gross square 
feet in suburban areas with poor transit service. 
Requirements for industrial and commercial property 
vary; the aim is to assure each commuter and visitor 
vehicle a parking space without imposing undue ex
pense on an employer. 

Office space usually averages about 250 ft 2 per 
employee, so 4 spaces per 1,000 ft 2 would permit 
every employee to drive alone. However, if employers 
are successful in encouraging commute alternatives 
to single-occupant vehicles or other traffic mitiga
tion measures among their employees, they can reduce 
their parking needs far below the level of one space 
per employee. The principal commute alternatives are 
ridesharing (carpools, vanpools, and buspools); 
transit and paratransit modes; and bicycling or 
walking. Sometimes the term "r ideshar ing" is used 
loosely to refer to all of these modes, as will be 
done in the balance of this paper. 

Figure l shows the wide variation of parking 
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FIGURE 1 Parking spaces required at various ridesharing participation and building 
occupancy rates. 
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spaces required under different assumptions of 
building occupancy and employee participation in 
conunute alternatives. A developer or an employer 
considering plant expansion could use Figure 1 to 
estimate the decrease of parking needs with higher 
conunute alternative participation rates. For exam
ple, if the applicable city parking requirement is 
3.5 spaces per 1,000 ft 2 and the anticipated 
building occupancy rate is 250 ft 2 per employee, a 
participation rate of about 27 percent will be 
needed to reduce the estimated parking requirements 
tn 1 Rpnc:P.s pP.r. 1,000 ft2. A 50 percent participa
tion rate would reduce parking needs to about 2.5 
spaces per 1,000 ft 2 depending somewhat on what 
fraction of ridesharers uses transit. 

TABLE 1 Illustrative Percentage of Employees Using Each Mode 
for Varying Ridesharing Programs and l'articipation Kates 

Table 1 gives the mode split assumptions underly
ing Figure 1, and Tables 2 and 3 give the derivation 
of the corresponding points plotted in the figure. 
Assumptions are as follows: Vanpools require one 
space per 12 vanpoolers, carpools require one space 
per 2.5 carpoolers. One HOV (high-occupancy vehicle) 
"floater" space is required pei: 10 ridesharers to 
accommodate their occasional need to bring their own 
car. sov (single-occupant vehicle) users have a 10 
percent absenteeism rate due to trips, sick leave, 
vacations, and so forth and thus require 9 spaces 
per 10 persons. Two visitor spaces are required per 
100 employees. 

Study Issues 

A reduced parking requirement appears to be a logi
cal trade-off for reducing parking demand through 
r idesharing promotion. If a bargain can be struck 
early and adhered to, the property owner can reduce 
building costs and the public can gain the benefits 
of less automotive traffic in the form of reduced 
congestion and better air quality. However, in the 
Los Angeles case and probably in all u.s. cities, 
there are three central issues or difficulties that 
must be resolved in adopting such an ordinance. 
These issues emerged early in the Los Angeles study 
and permeated the debate on the feasibility of im
plementing a parking management (PM) ordinance. The 
three issues are (a) leverage--can the city obtain 
PM agreements by offering reduced parking as an 
incentive? (b) legal assurances--how can the city be 

Mode 

Transit, bicycle, 
walk 

Vanpool 
Carpool 
sov 
Total 

Transit Intensive 
[participation 
rate(%)] 

90 50 

70 25 
10 7 
10 18 

_JQ 50 

100 100 

Car-, Vanpool Intensive 
[participation rate(%)] 

90 -so 25 

20 10 8 
20 12 3 
50 30 4 

_J.Q. __iQ_ ..1.1 
100 100 100 

TABLE 2 Parking Spaces Required for Varying Ridesharing 
Programs and Participation Rates (spaces per 100 employees) 

Parking User 
Category 

Transit and other 
users 

Vanpooi users 
Carpool users 
HOV floater 

spaces 
SOV users 
Visitors 

Total spaces 

Transit Intensive 
r participation 
rate{%)] 

90 50 

0 0 
0.8 0.6 
4.0 7.2 

9 ,0 5.0 
9.0 45 .0 

..bQ ..bQ 
24.8 59.8 

Car-, Vanpool Intensive 
[ participation rate (%) J 

90 50 25 

0 0 0 
i.7 1.G 0.3 

20.0 12.0 5.6 

9.0 5.0 2.5 
9.0 45.0 67.5 

...LQ ...bQ ...bQ 
41.7 65.0 77 .9 
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2 
0 
8 

...2.Q 

100 

10 

0 
0 

3.2 

1.0 
81.0 
..1J! 
87 .2 

TABLE 3 Corresponding Parking Spaces Required per 1,000 Ft2 

Square Feet 
per Employee 

200 
250 
300 

Transit Intensive 
[ participation 
rate(%)] 

90 50 

1.2 3.0 
1.0 2 .4 
0.8 2.0 

Car-, Vanpool Intensive 
[participation rate(%)] 

90 50 25 

2.1 3.3 3.9 
1.7 2.6 3.1 
1.4 2.1 2.5 

IO 

4.4 
3.5 
2.9 
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assured that the bargain will be kept? and (c) moni
toring--what information can the city obtain to 
measure ongoing compliance? How the Los Angeles 
study addressed these issues is covered in the next 
section. 

STUDY PHASE AND RECOMMENDED ORDINANCE 

Objectives and Approach 

The initial purpose of the parking management study 
was to determine the viability of "a parking sub
stitution proposal." This proposal would have al
lowed a reduction of the number of parking spaces 
required on site or within 750 ft of the work site 
(1,500 ft of the site in the downtown parking dis
trict) in exchange for a space-for-space parking 
substitution at off-site, remote locations within 
the city. The initial proposal was considerably 
expanded and refined in the course of the study. 

The major components of the study, their purpose, 
and the performing agencies may be summarized as 
follows: 

Steering committee meetings were held to inte
grate views of relevant public and private sector 
interests. Meetings were conducted by the city's 
project manager. 

A background study of the development of the 
city's parking requirements, procedures for admin
istering those requirements, and the role of parking 
in the city's general plan was performed by the 
planning department. The purpose of the background 
study was to ensure that any new ordinance was 
developed in the context of existing parking regula
tory procedures. 

A survey of local parking requirements was con
ducted to evaluate actual parking demand at various 
types of office and industrial sites compared to 
city parking requirements. This determined the 
degree of leverage the city might have in offering 
to reduce requirements. The survey was performed by 
the planning department with much of the input data 
coming from site studies. 

A survey of alternative ridesharing programs to 
evaluate the forms of employer-based ridesharing 
programs that are possible, the conditions under 
which they best operate, their costs and benefits, 
and their impacts on parking demand was performed by 
the city department of transportation (DOT). 

A survey of PM programs in other cities, to pro
fit from what has been learned in other applica
tions, was performed by the planning department. 

Detailed site studies were performed by the city 
DOT of specific office and industrial buildings to 
evaluate the various proposed PM measures in real
world settings and to develop some data on relevant 
functional relationships (e.g., the degree of ride
sharing required to reduce parking demand below 
city-required levels). 

Case studies--adjuncts to the site studies--were 
also performed on six additional sites with emphasis 
on exploring the feasibility of various methods of 
legal assurance and monitoring of compliance. 

Alternative ordinance language, legal assurance, 
and monitoring procedures were developed for review 
by the steering committee. The evaluation and selec
tion of the approach to be recommended to the plan
ning commission was led by the project manager with 
most of the detailed preparation done by the plan
ning department. 

Selection of final ordinance language was led by 
the project manager and developed through consensus· 
of the steering committee, the planning department, 
and the office of the city attorney, with lesser 
involvement of other city departments. 
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Preparation of guidelines for use hy the zoning 
administrator in implementing the ordinance was done 
by the planning department with input from the city 
DOT. 

Study Findings 

The study began with the appointment of the steering 
committee in June 1980. The final task of the steer
ing committee was to submit a draft parking manage
ment ordinance to the mayor and the city council. 
This task was completed in September 1981, at which 
time the review and modifications of the ordinance 
became the responsibility of the planning commission 
and the city council. 

Although the end result of the staff study was a 
proposed parking management ordinance, several in
termediate research findings were also significant. 
These were 

• A compilation of ridesharing program com
ponents, including carpools and vanpools, fleet
pools, subscription buses, transit passes, and 
shuttle buses, 

• A summary of the uses of these r ideshar ing 
program components by employers in Los Angeles, 
together with measures of program effectiveness; 

' A review of parking management programs in 
other cities; and 

• A review of potential applications for the 
ordinance, through case studies of 10 exemplary 
development sites. 

Key Issues and Their Resolution 

Leverage 

For an ordinance to be attractive to developers, the 
local parking minimums should be high enough that 
many or most developers will wish to seek reductions 
in the parking requirements. The Los Angeles city 
code, however, requires minimums of 1 space per 
1,000 ft 2 of floor space within the CBn, 2 per 
1,000 ft 2 outside the CBD, and usually from 3 to 
3.3 per 1,000 ft 2 in cases in which discretionary 
review indicates the need for a higher parking mini
mum in order to prevent spillover parking on city 
streets. As is clear from Figure 1, only develop
ments with relatively large floor areas per employee 
or relatively high ridesharing rates can manage even 
with 3 spaces per 1,000 ft 2

, and the rates of 1 or 
2 spaces per 1,000 ft 2 are inadequate for all 
buildings except those with exceptional ridesharing 
rates. In the vast majority of cases, building devel
opers in Los Angeles are already installing more 
parking spaces than required by the city code, and 
few would want fewer than 3.3 per 1,000 ft 2 unless 
they had unusually good transit service or an effec
tive employee ridesharing program, or both. 

Only in two of the ten case study sites were 
there potential benefits from application of the 
proposed parking management ordinance. Warner Cen
ter, a large business park and cultural center in 
the San Fernando Valley section of Los Angeles, was 
one of these, However, Warner Center has since in
stalled the full requirement of 3.3 spaces per 1,000 
ft' instead of opting for a reduction in parking-
even though Warner Center has an aggressive ride
sharing program. Abbott Labs was the other case, but 
it has subsequently moved to another site to obtain 
increased parking space, instead of opting for less 
space plus an effective ridesharing program. Hence 
the results of the case studies at the time over
whelmingly confirmed the potential lack of leverage 
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by the city, and subsequent events have negated even 
the two examples that were considered favorable. 

Legal Assurances 

If an agreement is made between a building developer 
or user and a city (e.g., for building occupants to 
rideshare in return for some concession by the 
city), the agreement needs to contain some legal 
assurance that the bargain will be kept. The problem 
is complex in that a city will often be dealing with 
developers who somehow must bind future building 
owners and tenants to a ridesharing agreement. 
Should the agreed-to ridesharing program fail, the 
building owner might plead successfully that no 
remedy was possible (e.g., there was no space to 
build remedial parking spaces) • The form of legal 
assurance could be so costly, as in a requirement to 
h,:,ld land ""'='""'"· tr> hnuse a future parking facility 
if needed, that the bargain might not be cost-effec
tive for the developer. 

The initial approach by city staff was to write a 
parking management ordinance requiring that legal 
assurance be established in a covenant whereby a 
developer would obtain or hold open an area for 
parking in the event that the r idesharing program 
proved unsuccessful. This was referred to within 
p-..... j, ........ ~ A,.; ... ~u ...... .; ........ l"'! ~s the 11 !!1..!Cl~:!.! d€t€!'!'~nt" ~p
proach, giving the city immens~ power to enforce 
agreements. 

Although this particular form of assurance would 
be highly acceptable from the perspective of the 
city, it was not acceptable to people in all of the 
situations the program was geared to address. In 
particular, when nearby parking areas could not be 
readily found, possibly unnecessary parking in 
structures would have had to be added at great ex
pense. By permitting only one form of assurance, the 
applicability of the program would be limited. Thus 
it was decided that the range of assurances would ba 
broadened to permit a selection based on an assess
ment of (a) the risk of noncompliance: (b) the ob
jectives to be achieved: (c) the potential for ad
verse impact on the surrounding public: and (d) the 
unique circumstances of a particular application. In 
some cases, a covenant would be the preferred mech
anism and should be required. 

Monitoring of Compliance 

A city should have some means for monitoring users 
of the parkina manaaement ordinance and detecting 
noncompliance. The fundamental choices are between 
self-reporting by users of the ordinance and active 
monitoring by a public agency that attempts direct 
observation of resul ts--or some combination of the 
two extremes. However, in a successful large pro
gram, a city could have hundreds of agreements in 
existence. The cost of total active monitoring could 
be prohibitive, particularly the cost of obtaining 
sufficient data to provide a legal basis for claim
ing noncompliance. Probably the best compromise is 
self-reporting of an easily confirmed statistic, 
with some spot checks by the public agency. 

The Los Angeles study determined that city moni
toring of employers participating in a ridesharing 
arrangement would be too expensive. If the city's 
parking management efforts were successful, city 
staff would be needed to periodically measure em
ployee participation rates in ridesharing. But add
ing to city staff for any reason was judged politi
cally infeasible at the time of the study. 

The plan proposed was to require the applicant, 
as a condition of the parking management arrange-
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ment, to annually survey the commute modes of its 
employees and determine, using city-provided for
mulas, actual reductions in parking requirements. 
'!'~:i~ ~·~~~ f:'::) f~~~4:i(\~ ~~ ~ ~~!f-r:"":'!'+-i-fi,..~+-inn !')rf'\

cess, minimizing continuing city staff involvement 
in inspection and enforcement. The applicant would 
file an annual report providing these data to show 
the degree of compliance. The zoning administrator 
was then to review the annual submi ttals for com
pliance. 

RECOMMENDED AND ADOPTED ORDINANCES 

Results and Recommendations of Staff Study 

The culmination of the Los Angeles staff study was a 
four-volume report, submitted to UMTA in August 
1981, summarizing all aspects of the study (1). In 
addition, the steering committee submitted a-draft 
parking management ordinance, as well as guidelines 
for implementation of the ordinance, to the city 
planning commission. 

The recommended form of legal assurance was a 
covenant or "alternative legal agreements as to 
assurances and remedies" found adequate to protect 
the city ag.ainst failure to achieve the levels of 
compliance specified in the conditional use permit. 
'l'h,;, guic'lelines for implementing the ordinance sug
gested that the legal assurance (ai last the life
time of the project, (b) provide for adjustments for 
failure to meet promised levels of parking demand, 
and (c) protect the city's interest in terms of 
default, bankruptcy, or sale of property. 

The proposed monitoring system required that the 
applicant submit an annual statement with supporting 
data showing compliance with the agreement. This 
statement was to be the basis on which the zoning 
administrator recertified (or denied recertification 
to) the project. If recertification was denied, 
either parking would have to be expanded to the 
level from which it was reduced or the developer 
would have to gain the zoning administrator's ap
proval of an alternative plan. 

•rhe steering committee also recommended that the 
parking management measures be implemented on a 
phased basis, applying them first only to applica
tions for conditional use permits. If this proved to 
be successful, the measures were then to be applied 
to other applications to the city, such as for zon
ing changes, zoning variances, developments with a 
sl:'\::'-"~f.i.\,,. t,1la11 cu.-ca, and en~.:ironm~ntal impact review 
(EIR) approval. 

Modifications and Final ApProval by the City 

On receipt of the recommendations of the steering 
committee, the proposed parking management ordinance 
was reviewed by the planning commission and the city 
council for approximately l year. The only point of 
controversy was the form of legal assurance to be 
required in order to protect the city. The planning 
department supported the requirement of a covenant 
in all cases. Other city agencies wanted to keep the 
option for alternative legal assurances to be nego
tiated between the applicant and the zoning admin
istrator before approval of the permit application 
would be granted. Because the steering committee and 
the project staff had by this time been disbanded, 
they were not consulted on resolution of this con
flict. 

The final ordinance was approved by the City 
Council of Los Angeles to become effective April 20, 
1983. The views of the planning department had pre
vailed, and the option for equivalent forms of legal 
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assurance had been removed from the measure. Revi
s ions to the wording of the code were also made in 
the interest of clarity. 

Adopted Ordinance 

The principal features of the adopted ordinance are 
summarized as follows: 

• A conditional use permit must be obtained by 
the applicant, authorizing a variance from the 
city's minimum parking space requirement (e.g., l 
space per 1,000, 500, or 300 gross square feet for 
office space, depending on the density of develop
ment in the area). 

• Reductions in parking requirements of up to 
40 percent for on-site or 25 percent for remote 
parking are authorized if supported by a parking 
management plan submitted with the application for a 
conditional use permit. 

• The land owner must either set aside enough 
open space to accommodate the full amount of parking 
required by the code or gain approval by the zoning 
administrator of an alternative plan if projected 
reductions in parking demand at the site are not 
achieved. 

• Finally, the owner must record a covenant 
running with the land that if specified levels of 
compliance are not achieved the owner at that time 
will develop the additional parking spaces or other 
measures required on written request of the zoning 
administrator. 

The zoning administrator is responsible for explain
ing and promoting the ordinance and for reviewing 
any resulting conditional use permit applications. 
City DOT staff review the adequacy of the transpor
tation alternatives that are proposed in any appli
cations. The planning commission must approve the 
parking variances requested under the ordinance. 

REASONS FOR NONUSE OF THE ORDINANCE 

Developer Experience and Comments 

Only one serious inquiry about use of the ordinance 
has been received by Los Angeles from a developer 
since the effective date of the ordinance, and that 
inquiry was terminated before it resulted in an 
application. Discussions with the developer revealed 
that the reason for his inquiry was his interest in 
reducing his minimum requirement of 3 spaces per 
1,000 ft 2 to 2.62 spaces, in view of a "solid" 
ridesharing program that had been prepared for him 
by a transportation consulting firm. 

The Los Angeles DOT indicated in discussions that 
they would not agree to the indicated parking reduc
tion until the developer's ridesharing measures were 
implemented and proven to be effective. In other 
words, parking had to be supplied at the rate of 3 
spaces per 1,000 ft 2 until the need for less park
ing was demonstrated. [The Los Angeles DOT requires 
"solid historical evidence" of developers' ability 
and will follow through on promises to mitigate traf
fic by encouraging ridesharing at their projects. For 
example, another variation of this type of require
ment that is used by the DOT is to approve only re
duced parking for the first st;ige nf r.nnstrnr.tion in 
the conditions of use for a multistage project with 
relatively low parking levels. Approval of parking 
for the second or final stage is then made contingent 
on the developer meeting the parking demand targets 
for the first stage.] The developer believed that 
this was too severe a requirement and applied to the 
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planning commission separately for a variance. In 
spite of the Los Angeles DOT's objections at the 
hearing, the planning commission approved a reduc
tion of parking requirements to 2.5 spaces per 1,000 
ft 2

• Use of the parking management ordinance was 
therefore unnecessary in this case. 

The foregoing case illustrates the strict evi
dence of rideshare program effectiveness that is 
required by the Los Angeles DOT for use of the park
ing management ordinance. It also shows the differ
ing attitudes about granting parking reductions that 
exist within the city government. 

Four other developers or developers' agents 
(engineering or legislative advocacy firms) were 
contacted for their views on the reasons for lack of 
use of the ordinance. Two of the firms interviewed 
had not heard of the ordinance. Staff of the other 
two firms were familiar with the ordinance but were 
not interested in using it. They believed that the 
reasons for its nonuse were as follows: 

• Most developers do not know the ordinance 
exists. 

• Those who do know it exists would often be 
unwilling to tolerate either (a) the delay of 3 to 9 
months typically required in Los Angeles for ap
proval of such variances (which could delay parking 
designs or completion dates for construction) or (bl 
the lack of clearly defined evaluation criteria for 
permit approval, particularly specified trade-offs 
between transportation alternatives and parking 
reductions. 

• One developer believed that local lenders 
would sometimes oppose parking reductions out of a 
fear that inadequate parking would lessen the mar
ketability of a property. 

• Finally, one developer cited the diffusion of 
responsibility for the ordinance among the three 
city departments concerned with transportation, 
planning, and zoning, none of which agencies has a 
strong commitment to promoting and expediting appli
cations for conditional use permits under the ordi
nance. 

Although these "reasons" are only the opinions of 
developers, they appear plausible and were not con
tested by city of Los Angeles staff. The city zoning 
administrator and staff of the city DOT did attrib
ute lack of use of the ordinance independently (with
out reference to the developers' opinions just cited) 
to the following three causes, which also seem quite 
plausible--especially the first one: 

• The low level of minimum parking currently 
required by the city code. 

• The restrictive provisions of the ordinance 
protecting the city, specifically the requirements 
for land set-asides and a covenant running with the 
land to bind future property owners. 

• The lack of any city budget, staff, or mate
rials for publicizing the ordinance. 

Of all the reasons given by both developers and 
city staff for nonuse of the ordinance, three appear 
to be most significant: (a) the low present city 
minimum parking requirements, (b) the lack of speci
fied evaluation criteria for permit approval, and 
(c) the fear of local lenders that overreducing 
parking will lessen marketability. None of the 
developers mentioned the restrictive nature of the 
ordinanr.P's provision for lP.gnl nssnrilncP. as ii <'!P.
terrent to use of the ordinance. The problems of 
lack of funds for promotion of the ordinance, dif
fusion of responsibility, delays in granting condi
tional use permits, and lack of developer awareness 
do not need to be addressed unless changes are made 
to increase the usefulness and use of the ordinance. 
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The problem of low minimum parking requirements 
was foreseen in the results of the case studies but 
was never reconciled or fully addressed during pas
sage ot tne ordinance. ·1·ne 10w minimum parKing re
quirements are also related to the alleged fear of 
local lenders that overreducing parking will lessen 
marketability, Higher parking minimums would cer
tainly reduce these fears. 

The lack of specified evaluation criteria for 
permit approvals, including advance agreement on the 
range of parking reduction effectiveness that will 
be attributed to specific transportation alterna
tives, has probably contributed to the lack or use or 
the ordinance. The absence of such criteria places 
both the burden of proof and the risk of not achiev
ing predicted parking reduction levels entirely on 
the developer or his consultant. 

There are other ways to reduce the actual or 
apparent developer risk under the Los Angeles ordi
nance, as evidenced by the approach in a transporta
tion system management (TSM) ordinance that was 
recently adopted by the city of Pleasanton, east of 
San Francisco Bay (see paper by Curry and Fraser
Middleton in this Record) , The Pleasanton ordinance 
specifies review of an employer's TSM program 
effectiveness by the city after 2 years. If ride
sharing results are below agreed targets, remedial 
measures to increase the effectiveness of the em-
_, - ----•- -------- --- L_ ------J.L-.::11 '-•• J...L- -J.&. ... 1- tnt"I•• 
p.l.VY~l. ~ p1.~1.am \..CUI U't: l-'1.'C~\,,,,:.L.LUCU U;J "-UC '-'.I."-.}' ,0 ~, •• :u.· .i. 

task force (an advisory committee of employer and 
business park representatives). In effect, this 
introduces both a peer review process and the op
portunity for remedial steps short of providing more 
parking, which is the single threat posed by the Los 
Angeles ordinance, 

Plans for Modifications to the Parking 
Management Strategy 

Los Angeles is currently considering raising its 
basic parking requirement to a more realistic level 
of 3 spaces per 1,000 gross ft 2

• This would also 
provide more incentive for use of the ordinance to 
reduce parking requirements. However, a change in 
the minimum parking requirement will not be made 
until funding is found for a proposed study of the 
city's parking requirements, 

There are no plans to rectify the other possible 
causes for lack of use of the ordinance in the near 
future. There is no available funding for promotion 
of the ordinance. Action to quantify the effective
ness of specific transportation alternatives in 
reduc,ing oarking demand will orobablv not be taken 
until the specified trade-offs in parking management 
tactics being tested in other jurisdictions are 
proven valid. No changes in the institutional set
ting of parking management in Los Angeles are fore
seen. Probably this matter is not considered to he 
particularly urgent by the city, because there are 
other means for encouraging developers to include 
traffic mitigation measures in their plans. The 
three principal ones are as follows: 

• Review of applications for variances and 
environmental impact reports for most large develop
ments by the city DOT, which usually results in 
detailed specifications for traffic mitigation mea
sures by the city if they are not already part of 
the plans, 

• Consulting services that are now offered to 
developers by Commuter Computer, the local rideshar
ing agency, to assist them in preparing the trans
portation or TSM element of their plans (other con
sulting firms are in the same business). 

• Moratoriums on building permits in the West-
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wood Community Plan Area and the Westchester-Los 
Angeles International Airport-Venice-Palms transpor
tation corridor. The moratoriums require developers 
in tnose areas to submit an initial trat:t:ic assess
ment or study and a transportation plan that reduces 
traffic impacts to an insignificant level before a 
building permit will be issued, due to exceptionally 
severe traffic congestion in the two areas. 

In addition, the Los Angeles DOT is considering 
an ordinance that would require developers in traf
fic-impacted areas to P'IY a one-time fee for each 
commut~ vehicle Lrip generated by their project, The 
fees could be used to improve the regional traffic 
circulation system (which is affected even by local 
developments) as well as for local traffic improve
ments. No definite fee level has been arrived at, 
though a fee of $800 per vehicle trip was incorpo
rated in a similar ordinance considered for the 
Westwood Community Plan Area. Such fees could pro
vide some added incentive for developers to provide 
for ridesharing programs that would reduce the vehi
cle trips to their projects, Los Angeles DOT expects 
this ordinance to be in place, if it is accepted by 
the city council, by mid-1985, 

CONCLUSIONS 

mhz ,, __ ,..,.._,. 

nonuse of the Los Angeles parking management ordi
nance should serve as reminders of pitfalls to other 
cities devising such ordinances. However, few cities 
are comparable to Los Angeles in size and complexity, 
and it is possible to separate the reasons given 
into those of more general applicability and those 
that would be peculiar to large cities, Those rea
sons of general applicability are 

• The low level of minimum parking already 
requiredi 

• Fcur by lcndcra that ovcrrcduoing parking 
would lessen marketability of a property; 

• Lack of familiarity with the ordinance by 
developers (due in part to lack of city resources 
for publicizing the ordinance) 1 and 

• Restrictive provisions of the ordinance pro
tecting the city, especially land set-asides and 
covenants, 

The last of these reasons may be unavoidable, 
Some enforcement provisions are needed, and, given 
the adequacy of an ordinance on other counts, they 
should not be critical disadvantages of an ordinance. 

The two other reasons mentioned for nonuse of the 
ordinance are probably relevant only to large cities: 

• Delays cf 3 to 9 months in obtaining condi= 
tional use permits under the ordinance and 

• Diffusion of responsibility for the ordinance 
among different city departments. 

Cities would also do well to check the model 
parking code (_~) and Traffic Mitigation Reference 
Guide (l_l along with progress of the new TSM ordi
nance of the city of Pleasanton, California, when 
devising their own ordinances for encouraging traf
fic mitigation. 
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